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The 2015 Capstone Design Survey Results: Current
Practices and Changes over Time*
SUSANNAH HOWE





Capstone design courses are common in engineering design programs, but they vary substantially across institution and
department. The goal of the decennial capstone design survey initiative is to capture data from capstone design courses
every ten years to identify current practices and changes over time. In keeping with its predecessor surveys, the 2015
capstone design survey included questions on course logistics, pedagogy, evaluation, faculty, students, projects and teams,
expenses and funding, and sponsors. The 2015 survey captureddata from522 respondents at 256 institutions, documenting
the variety of implementation strategies for capstone design programs across theU.S. These data include quantitative and
categorical responses about current practices and open-ended responses about respondent experiences and opinion. This
paper presents the current state of capstone design education, draws comparisons across disciplines, and highlights
changes within capstone design practices over the past 20 years. These surveys and the data gathered therein are an
important first step in understanding, assessing, and ultimately improving engineering capstone design education.
Keywords: capstone design courses; capstone projects; capstone pedagogy; decennial survey
1. Introduction
Capstone design courses provide a major design
experience for engineering students, usually during
their final year of undergraduate study. Although
these courses are common across engineering pro-
grams in theU.S., they vary substantially in the way
they are implemented. The first nationwide survey
of capstone courses was conducted in 1994 in an
effort to better understand current practices at the
time [1]. This was followed in 2005 by another
nationwide survey [2] using many of the same
questions to update the data and also to capture
trends over time; the 2005 survey repeated many of
the questions from 1994, and added some new
quantitative and open-ended response questions.
Efforts to capture capstone practices have con-
tinued since 2005. A 2009 survey [3] included many
of the quantitative logistical questions from 1994
and 2005 for comparative purposes, but extended
the survey to include faculty experiences and opi-
nions about capstone design pedagogy. Additional
surveys across multiple institutions and capstone
programs have been conducted by a variety of
researchers on topics such as assessment [4], teach-
ing load and funding [5], content in capstone design
courses [6], capstone design problem statements [7],
and technical design reviews [8], for example. Other
researchers have focused their surveys on specific
engineering disciplines [9, 10].Anascent initiative to
build an online capstone design community [11] also
contributes to sharing capstone practices among
capstone educators. The 2015 capstone design
survey marks the official continuation of the decen-
nial data collection effort. The 2015 survey reprised
most of the questions from 1994 and 2005 augmen-
ted by a number of new multiple choice and open-
ended questions, informed by the other recent
surveys and conversations at capstone design con-
ference sessions.
The data from the 2015 capstone design survey
have been documented in various forms. Some of
the quantitative results from the 2015 data were
detailed in a short paper in the 2016 Capstone
Design Conference proceedings [12]. The open-
ended responses were discussed separately in a
full-length paper in the 2016 ASEE proceedings
[13]. The combined quantitative and qualitative
data, plus some longitudinal and disciplinary com-
parisons were presented in the keynote address at
the 2016 Capstone Design Conference [14]. This
paper presents the comprehensive results of the
2015 capstone design survey, drawing from the
previous two papers and the keynote address, and
including comparisons across the 1994 and 2005
surveys and across disciplines. This documentation
and the results of all the decennial surveys collec-
tively are an important step towards understanding,
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assessing, and ultimately improving engineering
capstone design education.
2. Methodology
The 2015 capstone survey included eleven main
sections with a combination of multiple choice,
fill-in-the-blank, and open response questions
related to capstone course logistics, pedagogy, pro-
jects and teams, faculty, students, funding, and
sponsors, among others. The collection of questions
was informed heavily by the previous nationwide
and focused surveys referenced above, as well
as discussions at previous capstone design confer-
ences. A PDF of the full survey is available on
the CDHub 2.0 website: http://cdhub2.org/links/
capstonesurveys/
The survey was implemented using SurveyMon-
key and sent via email to the department chairs of all
ABET-accredited engineering and engineering tech-
nology programs [15], the ASEE DEED (Design in
Engineering Education Division) monthly news-
letter, and the Capstone Design Community mail-
ing list. Recipients were asked to take the survey
themselves if they were in charge of capstone design
and/or to forward it to their capstone design collea-
gues. The survey was officially open during the
month of February 2015, and responses were
accepted through mid-March. A total of 522
respondents, representing 464 distinct departments
at 256 institutions, participated in the survey; all but
two of these respondents had a capstone design
course.
The results of the online survey (responses plus
comments) were compiled and processed electro-
nically. The approach used for analyzing the open-
ended responses followed an open coding and
integration methodology [16]. For each question,
at least two authors independently read all
responses and identified recurring content themes.
All three authors compared, clarified, and consoli-
dated the two separate lists into a single list of
content themes. Two authors then independently
coded the responses for the given question using the
consolidated content themes. After working inde-
pendently, the authors compared their resulting
coding, discussed any discrepancies, and deter-
mined a final coding for each response; in many
cases, responses were coded to more than one
content theme. Then all three authors collaborated
to group the content themes into broader categories
for reporting and discussion. This process was
repeated separately for each question.
3. Results and discussion
This section details and discusses the results of the
2015 survey, both in general and divided by disci-
pline. Where possible, the 2015 data are also pre-
sented in comparison with the relevant 1994 and
2005 data. The results and discussion are organized
into eight main sub-sections roughly following the
order in which these topics were asked in the survey
instrument itself: respondent profile, course logis-
tics, pedagogy, faculty and students, projects and
teams, expenses and funding, sponsors, and experi-
ence/opinion.
3.1 Respondent profile
The 522 survey respondents to the 2015 survey
represent 464 distinct departments from 256 institu-
tions. Fig. 1 shows the respondents sorted by the
closest disciplinary grouping, with each respondent
mapped to only one group. In many cases, the
grouping represents more than just the listed dis-
cipline(s). For example, ‘‘Chemical’’ includes pure
chemical engineering respondents, as well as chemi-
cal and biomolecular, and chemical and biological.
Similarly, some of the ‘‘Civil/Environmental’’
departments include architecture or surveying,
and some of the ‘‘Industrial’’ departments include
manufacturing or systems. The ‘‘Multidisciplinary’’
grouping includes all respondents whose capstone
program spanned more than one listed disciplinary
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Fig. 1. Survey Respondents by Departmental Grouping (2015 Data, n = 522).
grouping, such as a combination of mechanical,
materials, and electrical engineering. The ‘‘Other
Engineering’’ grouping includes other specific dis-
ciplines such as agricultural, geological, materials,
mining, nuclear, petroleum, and general engineer-
ing. The distribution shown in Fig. 1 matches fairly
closely to the distribution of ABET accredited
programs as of fall 2014 [15], though with under-
representation of Electrical/Computer programs
(17% vs 29% in ABET).
Figure 2 shows the 2015 disciplinary data in
comparison with 1994 and 2005 respondent data.
In all cases, respondents are mapped to only one
group.Note that since the 1994 survey reported on a
smaller number of disciplinary groupings, the ‘‘Bio-
medical’’ and ‘‘Multidisciplinary’’ data from 2015
have been included in ‘‘Other Engineering’’ for ease
of comparison. In all three surveys, mechanical/
aerospace disciplines had the largest set of respon-
dents, followed by electrical/computer, and civil/
environmental. The continued growth in ‘‘Other
Engineering’’ in 2015 is likely due in part to the
increased number of biomedical andmultidisciplin-
ary engineering programs not represented in earlier
surveys (see Table 1 discussed below).
The overlap between the 1994 and 2005 surveys
averaged 28% across departments [2]. Interestingly,
this overlap value held fairly steady in 2015 as well:
26% of 1994 respondents and 25% of 2005 respon-
dents also responded to the 2015 survey. A total of
38 respondents (11% of 1994 data) responded to all
three surveys! Given that each of the surveys was
sent to large target populations and that new cap-
stone courses have been created and modified over
time, this level of overlap is substantial and demon-
strates the willingness of engineering faculty nation-
wide to contribute to such research efforts.
Figure 3 shows the age of capstone programs for
the 2015 data. The data reveal a wide range of ages,
spanning from programs that had just started to
others more than 50 years old. A third of the
respondents had capstone programs that had
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Fig. 2. Survey Respondents by Discipline (Longitudinal Data).
Fig. 3. Age of Capstone Course (2015 Data, n = 460).
existed for 25 years or more, with the oldest respon-
dent reporting 126 years. It is important to note that
2015 survey questionwasworded ‘‘Howmany years
has your capstone design course existed?’’ This
marked an intentional change from the 2005 word-
ing (‘‘How long has this course been in existence in
its present form?’’) since capstone courses that had
changed significantly in the recent past may have
skewed previous responses. As a result of this
wording change, however, longitudinal compari-
sons cannot be made regarding age.
Table 1 shows the 2015 age data divided by
discipline. The greyscale shading in the table cells
(which includes five levels: white, three shades of
grey, and black) increases in 8% increments, for ease
of visibility. (Subsequent tables in this paper have a
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Table 1. Age of Capstone Course by Discipline (2015 Data)
*Greyscale shading increases in 8% increments.
Fig. 4. Capstone Course Structure and Sequence (Longitudinal Data).
Fig. 5. Capstone Course Duration (Longitudinal Data).
similar greyscale shading, but increments tailored to
the data in the table.) As is clear from Table 1, most
departmental groupings have a fairly normal dis-
tribution of ages, with the exception of the relatively
newer biomedical and the relatively older chemical
engineering capstone courses.
3.2 Course logistics
Figure 4 shows the structure and sequence of cap-
stone design courses. The vast majority of respon-
dents ran the class and project in parallel, as they
had done previously. No 2015 respondents indi-
cated ‘‘Class Only’’, meaning there was no project.
The ‘‘Other’’ responses in 2015 included a combina-
tion of different options at different times or a
variable course structure.
Figure 5 shows the duration of capstone design
courses.More than half of the 2015 respondents had
a 2-semester capstone design course, which is a
sizable increase from previous years. In addition,
the 2015 data show a drop in both 1-semester and 1-
quarter durations. The ‘‘Other’’ responses in 2015
mostly reflected even longer durations, including 2–
3 trimesters, 4 quarters, and even 3–4 semesters.
Collectively, the data suggest that the length of
capstone courses is increasing.
The 2015 survey asked respondents ‘‘What
departments (faculty and/or students) are part of
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Fig. 6. Disciplines Involved in Capstone Design Courses (2015 Data).
Table 2. Categories and Content Themes Regarding Design Prerequisites (2015 Data)
*Greyscale shading increases in 9% increments.
your capstone design course? Select all that apply.’’
The checklist included a wide range of engineering
disciplines in alphabetical order, as shown in Fig. 6.
Write-in responses to the ‘‘Other’’ option included
additional engineering disciplines such as geological
engineering, manufacturing engineering, mining
engineering, petroleum engineering, and software
engineering, but the response rates for each of these
disciplines were 1% or less. The checklist also
included multiple non-engineering disciplines: art/
architecture/design, business/marketing, communi-
cation, health/medical/nursing, humanities, mathe-
matics/statistics, natural sciences, and social
sciences. The response rate for ‘‘Business/Market-
ing’’ was 4%, but for all others was 2%or less. Of the
500 respondents, 262 (52%) included faculty and/or
students from at least two different disciplines in
their capstone courses; 57 (11%) had at least five
different disciplines represented.
One of the open-ended questions on the 2015
survey asked respondents ‘‘What design courses
do you require as prerequisites for capstone
design?’’ The responses to this question grouped
into nine categories, as shown in Table 2. The most
common type of response regarding design prere-
quisites from participants was a list of specific
courses. Of those answers, nearly half (n = 69)
were specific elective courses or labs, with the
remaining responses distributed fairly equally.
Heat transfer, circuits, and fluids were some of the
more popular examples of specific elective courses
provided by respondents. Specific engineering
topics were listed as design prerequisites by nearly
a third of respondents (n = 91), withmachine design
counting for a third of the responses (n=30), likely a
result of the sizable portion of respondents from
mechanical engineering programs. About one-fifth
of the respondents (n = 61) noted that they had no
design prerequisites for capstone design.
3.3 Pedagogy
Table 3 shows the results from the 2015 survey, with
topics covered specifically in lecture (L), in an
individual assignment (IA), as part of the team
project (TP), or not covered (NC). Capstone
design courses clearly cover a lot of topics, with
the majority of the listed topics covered by the
majority of respondents either as part of the team
project or in lecture. Beyond the list of topics
provided, 184 respondents also provided more
than 100 distinct write-in topics. Most common
were engineering economics/financial analysis,
design for X, professional preparation and licen-
sure, and safety/liability.
Table 4 displays the top five topics covered
throughout the 1994, 2005, and 2015 surveys. The
data, which have changed very little over the years,
reveal a notable emphasis on professional skills.
An oft-discussed topic at the biannual capstone
design conferences is that of product versus process
in capstone design. As such, the 2015 survey asked
respondents ‘‘How do you balance product versus
process in your capstone design projects?’’
Responses were coded into seven distinct categories
based on numerical value provided (51–74% =
‘‘emphasis’’, 75–94% = ‘‘heavy emphasis’’, 95–
100% = ‘‘all’’) or interpretation of the response by
the researchers based on wording and adjectives.
While more than 208 responses were received, only
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Table 3. Topics Covered in Capstone Design (2015 Data,
n = number of respondents)
*Greyscale shading increases in 9% increments.
Table 4. Top Five Topics Covered in Capstone Design (Longitudinal Data)
those that could be definitively coded are included
here. Table 5 shows the results of the coding, with a
representative quote from each category. Although
there are capstone programs that focused solely on
product or solely on process, themajority of respon-
dents either weighed the two equally or emphasized
process.
Figure 7 shows the distribution of product versus
process within specific departments. Chemical engi-
neering shows the starkest contrast, with all respon-
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Table 5. Balance between Product and Process in Capstone Design (2015 Data)
*Greyscale shading increases in 7% increments.
Fig. 7. Product vs. Process by Discipline (2015 Data, y-axis = Number of Respondents).
dents either favoring process or an even split
between the two. For chemical engineering projects,
it is often the case that the process itself is the
product, therefore the question may not have been
clear or seemed relevant. The emphasis on process
can also be seen, although to a lesser extent, in
biomedical and civil/environmental engineering
departments, perhaps in part because projects
within civil engineering departments are on a scale
too large to be produced by students, and the
process in biomedical engineering is itself highly
regulated.
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Table 6. Evaluators of Students’ Work (2015 Data)
*Greyscale shading increases in 18% increments.
Table 7. Evaluation of Deliverables (2015 Data)
*Greyscale shading increases in 16% increments.
Fig. 8. Number of Faculty Receiving Teaching Credit for Capstone (2015 Data, n = 462).
As shown in Tables 6 and 7, evaluation of student
performance was informed by many people and
based on many different types of work. Course
instructors and project coaches had the highest
level of input on grades in 2015, whereas depart-
mental advisory board members and competition
judges had a limited role if any. The final report,
final oral presentation, and final product each had
the biggest role in evaluation among 2015 respon-
dents. The design process, interim work and design
reviews were of similar importance in assigning
grades. A large majority of respondents (81%) also
indicated that peer feedback played at least a minor
role. When asked how grades were assigned in
capstone design, 90% of 469 respondents selected
‘‘Individually assigned based on both individual
and team performance.’’
3.4 Faculty and students
Figure 8 shows the number of faculty receiving
teaching credit for capstone design. The 2005
survey also queried about faculty in capstone, but
in terms of ‘‘faculty involvement’’ more generally
rather than ‘‘teaching credit’’ specifically, so the two
sets of data are not directly comparable. As is
evident from the 2015 data, the majority of pro-
grams provided teaching credit to just one or two
faculty members, though in some programs 11 or
more faculty members all earned teaching credit for
their involvement in capstone design. It is worth
noting that 90% of 459 respondents in 2015 marked
that capstone is treated as ‘‘normal teaching activ-
ity’’ when compared with other activities that pro-
vide evidence for promotion and tenure.
Also of interest regarding faculty involvement is
the percentage of faculty in a given department who
received teaching credit, as shown in Fig. 9.
Although the majority of programs provided teach-
ing credit to 20% or fewer of the faculty in their
department, it isworth noting the 8%ofprograms in
which all 100% of faculty received teaching credit
for capstone design, demonstrating department-
wide investment.
Table 8 depicts the percentage of faculty receiving
teaching credit divided by discipline. Although
there was some spread in the mean values, the
median values were more similar to each other,
suggesting little difference across discipline or age
of program. Also, all disciplinary and program age
categories had a range of respondent data, from 0 to
3% as the minimum, to 100% in all cases.
Responses to the open-ended question ‘‘If you
involve multiple faculty in your capstone design
course, how do you structure and manage their
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Fig. 9. Percent of Faculty in Department Receiving Teaching Credit for Capstone (2015 Data, n = 458).
Table 8. Percent of Faculty in Department Receiving Teaching Credit for Capstone, by Discipline (2015 Data)
involvement?’’ suggested that respondents (n = 211)
had a variety of ways of involving multiple faculty.
Themost common approach (n = 86) was some sort
of shared responsibility, such as a tiered systemwith
a primary course instructor and additional faculty
coaches, or a true co-teaching model. Respondents
also noted various strategies for faculty/team inter-
action (n = 76), such as faculty mentors and faculty
as customer/client. Some respondents (n = 46) listed
ways in which faculty were involved in aminor role,
such as evaluating the final presentation or product,
serving as technical consultants, or providing a
guest lecture.
Figure 10 shows the number of students per
capstone design course cycle. Not surprisingly,
given the range of institutions and departments
represented, the 2005 and 2015 data include a wide
range of student numbers, from classes with fewer
than 10 students to those with more than 200 at a
time. Of particular interest, however, is the fact that
student numbers appear to be increasing: the
median bracket in 2015 is higher than that in 2005.
Capstone design is aptly also known as ‘‘senior
design’’: according to 2015 data, 88% of the 463
respondents noted their capstone design students
were undergraduate seniors, whereas 7% noted a
mix of undergraduate seniors and juniors, and only
3% of respondents had a mix of undergraduate
seniors and graduate students.
Table 9 provides the 2015 student numbers
divided by discipline. All disciplines had a wide
spread of responses, but overall, mechanical/aero-
space and multidisciplinary capstone courses
tended to have more students, whereas electrical/
computer, industrial, and ‘‘other’’ engineering dis-
ciplines (agricultural, materials, general engineer-
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Fig. 10. Number of Students per Capstone Course Cycle (Longitudinal Data)
Table 9. Number of Students per Capstone Course Cycle by Discipline (2015 Data)
*Greyscale shading increases in 7% increments.
ing, etc.) tended to have smaller capstone courses on
average.
Combining the number of faculty receiving teach-
ing credit with the number of students per capstone
course cycle leads to data for student/faculty ratio,
as shown in Fig. 11. While student/faculty ratios of
20:1 or less weremost common, some programs had
ratios exceeding 60, with one program topping out
at 170! Table 10 provides the student/faculty ratio
data divided by discipline. These data are more
similar across disciplines than those of the student
numbers, but civil/environmental and ‘‘other’’ engi-
neering disciplines had the lowest average student/
faculty ratios, and chemical engineering disciplines
had the highest.
Figure 12 shows the average number of hours
students are expected to spend on their capstone
design course each week. The median bracket in
2005 was 4–6 hours, but that increased to 7–9 hours
in 2015, suggesting that expectations for student
time commitment have increased. Some of the
accompanying comments in 2015 noted that the
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Fig. 11. Student/Faculty Ratio (2015 Data, n = 440).
Table 10. Student/Faculty Ratio by Discipline (2015 Data)
*Greyscale shading increases in 10% increments.
Fig. 12. Average Expected Student Hours per Week Working on Project (Longitudinal Data).
expectation varied at different times (i.e. fall vs.
spring). Other respondents noted that students
were expected to spend ‘‘as long as it takes’’.
A related question on both the 2005 and 2015
surveys asked about how the capstone program
ensures that student teams are able to meet; the
data are shown in Fig. 13. Although responses were
more evenly split between several options in 2005,
the majority of 2015 respondents employed the
hybrid model where some/all class time was pro-
vided to start but students were responsible for
finding other times outside of class. The most
common write-in response—in both 2015 and
2005—from respondents who selected ‘‘Other’’
was that student teams had weekly meetings with
their faculty coach.
3.5 Projects and teams
Figure 14 shows the range of sources of capstone
design projects across survey years. Note: the 1994
data were reported only as ‘‘Industry’’, ‘‘Intern-
ally’’, and ‘‘Other’’, so they are shown in a separate
box. The most popular source for both 2015 and
2005 was industry/government, followed by faculty
research. The 2015 data indicate an increase in
entrepreneurial projects, as well as the emergence
of service learning projects. The ‘‘Service Learning’’
option was provided on only the 2015 survey, so
there is no longitudinal comparison. Sources in the
‘‘Other’’ category for 2015 included clinicians and
instructor ideas.
Table 11 breaks down the project source data
from the 2015 survey by discipline; the numbers in
the table indicate percent of respondents that indi-
cated having at least one project from the project
source category. Industry and government were the
most common project source formost departments,
in particular for nearly all industrial engineering
and multidisciplinary engineering respondents.
Projects based on faculty research were especially
prominent in biomedical, electrical/computer, and
mechanical/aerospace disciplines. Projects from
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Fig. 13. Approaches to Ensure Student Work Time (Longitudinal Data).
Fig. 14. Sources of Capstone Projects (Longitudinal Data).
competitionsweremost often found in chemical and
mechanical/aerospace disciplines, and entrepre-
neurial projects are common in electrical/computer
engineering disciplines specifically.Nearly a third of
biomedical, civil/environmental, and mechanical/
aerospace disciplines sourced at least some of their
projects from service learning opportunities. It is
also worth noting that 32% of biomedical respon-
dents indicated that some of their projects were
from other categories, including clinicians.
The 2015 survey asked respondents the open-
ended question ‘‘What strategies do you use for
finding capstone design projects?’’ The data can be
clustered in nine categories, as shown in Table 12.
Over half of responses (n = 173) utilized external
contacts as a source of finding projects. Of those,
about a third of respondents (n = 50) mentioned
local and regional industries: ‘‘Keep sponsors located
within a 90 mile radius.’’ A comparable number of
comments (n = 49) remarked that alumni were a
significant source of projects: ‘‘Our alumni network
is our best resource.’’ Many responses (n = 92) also
pointed out internal sources of projects, with stu-
dent-proposed ideas making up a majority (n = 58).
One respondent said, ‘‘Have the students go out and
talk to people to identify a real problem and then solve
it.’’
Following up on the question about finding
capstone projects, the 2015 survey also asked
about what criteria respondents use to select/vet
capstone design projects. The 311 responses to this
question can be grouped into tenmain categories, as
shown inTable 13;most commentsmapped tomore
than one category andmore than one content theme
within a category, indicating that respondents had
multiple criteria for selecting/vetting projects.
Half the responses map to the category of ‘‘good
fit’’, suggesting that ensuring a good fit between the
project and various parameters of the capstone
program was important to many respondents.
Within this category, the majority of responses
focused on appropriate scope and complexity for
course duration and team size (n = 94), as shown in
the response, ‘‘Project must be of sufficient complex-
ity, sufficient quantity of work for 3–5 people.’’ In
addition to specific criteria for selecting projects,
about a quarter of respondents (n = 81) also
provided information regarding who does the
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Table 11. Source of Capstone Projects by Discipline (2015 Data)
*Greyscale shading increases in 20% increments.
Table 12. Strategies for Finding Capstone Projects (2015 Data)
*Greyscale shading increases in 12% increments.
selecting, with most mapping to either instructor
discretion (n = 36) or faculty review (n = 36), with
responses such as ‘‘Faculty review all available
options and select projects of proper scope. Students
then can choose from a pre-selected list.’’
Figure 15 shows the number of capstone projects
per course cycle for the 2015 data. The responses are
well distributed from one project to 40+ projects:
just over 50% of respondents had fewer than 10
projects per course cycle, and just over 25% of
respondents had more than 15 projects per course
cycle. The highest reported response from the 2015
survey was 100 projects in a single capstone course
cycle. Figure 16 shows the same data in comparison
with that of previous surveys, albeit with larger
ranges within each category (e.g. ‘‘6–10’’ instead
of multiple smaller categories) per the question
wording on previous surveys. The number of pro-
jects per capstone course cycle has increased in the
past decade. In 2005, the mean and median number
of projects were 8.1 and 5, respectively; in 2015 these
numbers increased to 12.4 and 9, respectively.
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Table 13. Criteria for Selecting/Vetting Projects (2015 Data)
*Greyscale shading increases in 10% increments.
Fig. 15. Number of Projects per Capstone Course Cycle (2015 Data, n = 453).
Table 14 shows the number of capstone projects
per course cycle from the 2015 data by discipline,
using the same numerical brackets as in Fig. 16. The
data indicate that there was a fairly even spread
across most disciplines. Half of the multidisciplin-
ary respondents, however, had more than 15 pro-
jects per course. And at the other end of the
spectrum, civil/environmental engineering respon-
dents were most likely to have a single project per
course.
Figure 17 shows the number of students per team
from the 2015 survey data. The categories represent
the average number of students per team, and the
numbers in brackets represent the smallest mini-
mum and largest maximum within each category.
More than 75% of respondents had between 3 and 5
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Fig. 16. Number of Projects per Capstone Course Cycle (Longitudinal Data, n is unknown for 1994).
Table 14. Number of Projects per Capstone Course Cycle by Discipline (2015 Data)
*Greyscale shading increases in 10% increments.
Fig. 17.Number of Students per Capstone Team (2015 Data, n = 447, with [min, max] for respondents in given student number range).
students per team, but a handful had team sizes
exceeding 10 students per team. Respondents also
reported on the number of teams assigned per
project; in all three surveys, the majority response
was one team per project (73% of n = 458 in 2015).
However, some of these 2015 respondents also
noted that occasionally they assigned two teams
per project, especially when enrollment numbers
warranted the change.
Table 15 shows the same student number data
from 2015 sorted by discipline. For nearly all
disciplines, the most common team size was 3 or 4
students, with the exception of multidisciplinary,
which favored 5 students per team. Larger team
sizes were a minority for all disciplines.
Figure 18 depicts team size data from all survey
years and confirms that the overall distribution of
the data is similar in all three data sets, with a slight
increase in the 4–6 student bracket in 2015.
Figure 19 shows the methods for assigning stu-
dents to capstone design teams. Many respondents
chosemore than oneoption, as evidenced by the fact
that the sum of the data far exceeds 100%. The most
common way to assign students to teams was
student choice, followed by instructor choice and
student skills. The category labeled ‘‘Other’’
includes write-in responses such as GPA, schedules,
and CATME software [17].
3.6 Expenses and funding
Capstone design courses and projects have a
number of different associated expenses, as shown
in Figure 20. Project supplies, hardware, and soft-
ware were the most commonly report expenses,
noted by more than two-thirds of respondents in
2015. Some of themore common ‘‘Other’’ responses
included external fabrication/analysis, personnel
and summer salary, and respondents who noted
that they had no expenses at all.
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Table 15. Number of Students per Capstone Team by Discipline (2015 Data)
*Greyscale shading increases in 15% increments.
Fig. 18. Number of Students per Capstone Team (Longitudinal Data).
Table 16 shows the same expense type data from
2015, this time sorted by discipline. Project supplies
and hardware were nearly universal expenses for
biomedical, electrical/computer, mechanical/aero-
space, and multidisciplinary engineering programs;
only a third of chemical engineering programs had
such expenses. Most EE/CS programs also, not
surprisingly, had software expenses as well. Chemi-
cal engineering programs were more likely to spend
funds on faculty time than were programs in other
disciplines. Travel was an expense for 77% of the
multidisciplinary engineering capstone programs,
but for only 22% of EE/CS programs. Interestingly,
about one in five responding civil/environmental
engineering and multidisciplinary engineering cap-
stone programs spent funds on external consultants,
perhaps as mentors for the capstone design teams.
Following the question about types of expenses,
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Fig. 19.Methods for Assigning Students to Capstone Teams (2015 Data).
Fig. 20. Types of Expenses Associated with Capstone Projects and Course (2015 Data).
Table 16. Types of Expenses by Discipline (2015 Data)
*Greyscale shading increases in 20% increments.
respondents were asked to provide the minimum,
average, and maximum breakeven cost per project
(though the survey did not formally define ‘‘break-
even cost’’, so respondents may have interpreted it
differently). Fig. 21 shows the average values for the
325 respondents from2015whoprovided such data,
with each point representing one respondent. The
maximum reported breakeven costwas $50,000, but
the vast majority of respondents had values much
lower. In fact, 300 of the 325 respondents had
breakeven costs less than $5000, 200 were less than
$1000, and 50 had no costs at all.
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Fig. 21. Average Breakeven Cost per Project (2015 Data).
Table 17. Range of Average Breakeven Cost per Project by Discipline (2015 Data)
*Greyscale shading increases in 15% increments.
Fig. 22.Mean and Median of Average Breakeven Cost per Project by Discipline (2015 Data).
Table 17 shows the breakeven cost data grouped
into cost ranges and sorted by discipline and Fig. 22
shows the mean and median value of the average
breakeven cost data for each discipline. As is clear
from both Table 17 and Fig. 22, the lowest average
breakeven costs per project were electrical/compu-
ter and biomedical capstone programs. Multidisci-
plinary capstone programs reported the largest
mean and median values of average breakeven
cost within their populations, but also had the
widest data spread.
Sources of funding for these expenses included a
wide range of options, as shown inFig. 23.Note that
the values sum to far more than 100%, indicating
that many respondents selected more than one
option. Department and industry were sources for
more than half of the respondents. The few ‘‘Other’’
responses from 2015 included approaches such as
crowdfunding or self-funding by the capstone
instructor.
Figure 24 shows the 2015 funding source data
compared with the 2005 and 1994 data. (So as to
match the broader categories from the earlier sur-
veys, ‘‘Department’’ and ‘‘Institution’’ were com-
bined to be ‘‘Institution’’, ‘‘Industry’’ and
‘‘Government/foundations’’ were combined to be
‘‘Sponsor’’, and ‘‘Individuals’’ and ‘‘Other’’ were
combined to be ‘‘Other’’.) Institutions and sponsors
have remained themost common funding sources in
the past 20 years. Students were less likely to fund
their own project in 2015 than they were previously,
and individuals such as alumni were nearly as likely
to fund capstone projects in 2015 as were current
students.
Figure 25 shows the form that the funding takes,
as noted by respondents to both the 2015 and 2005
surveys. In both data sets, funding in the form of
gifts was themost common. In 2015, reimbursement
for expenses was nearly as common as gifts. The
‘‘Other’’ responses in 2015 included such funding
forms as contracts, fees, and in-kind donations.
That the sum of the 2015 data exceeds the sum of
the 2005 data suggests that funding in 2015 came in
multiple forms for more capstone programs than it
had done previously.
Respondents with external sponsors were asked
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Fig. 23. Funding Sources (2015 Data).
Fig. 24. Funding Sources (Longitudinal Data).
to provide the average, minimum, and maximum
amount of financial support that the external spon-
sors provided. Fig. 26 shows the average level of
support for different dollar ranges, with the lowest
minimum and largest maximum for each range
shown in brackets. For just over half of the respon-
dents, external sponsors provided an average of
$2000 or less per project, whereas for just 5% of
respondents, external sponsors provided average
funding exceeding $20,000 per project. The mini-
mum level of external funding was $0 for all funding
ranges, suggesting that even programs with sizable
average funding levels had some projects without
any funding from external sponsors. The maximum
external funding level was $250,000 for one parti-
cular capstone program, but the median maximum
was only $5,000, indicating that the largest max-
imum was quite an outlier.
Figure 27 compares the average external funding
levels from the 2015 surveywith those from the 2005
and 1994 surveys, not adjusted for inflation or cost
of living. (In 1994 and 2005, respondents were asked
to choose between the funding categories noted on
the graph, whereas in 2015 they were asked to write
in a specific number. The data from 2015 were
subsequently sorted by categories: $0, $1–500,
$501–1000, $1001–5000, and >$5000. ‘‘Variable’’
was an option on only the 2005 survey.) Although
2015 reflected an increase in projects without exter-
nal funding, overall theaverage funding level in2015
washigher than ithadbeen in eitherprevious survey.
Table 18 shows the extent to which the 2015
external funding data vary by discipline. Quite
strikingly, more than half of chemical engineering
capstone programs averaged zero external funding
for their projects, though a handful averaged more
than $20,000. One ChE respondent noted ‘‘[Funds
are] not an issue. Chemical engineering capstone
design process is entirely virtual.’’ On the other
hand, nearly a quarter ofmultidisciplinary capstone
programs averaged funding greater than $20,000
and more than half averaged funding of >$5,000.
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Fig. 25. Forms of Funding (Longitudinal Data).
Fig. 26. Average Financial Support Provided by External Sponsors (2015 Data, n = 266, with [min, max]
for respondents in given support range).
3.7 Sponsors
Seventy percent of 461 respondents to the 2015
survey noted that they had external sponsors for
their capstone design projects. Fig. 28 shows the
location of these project sponsors, with the dot size
proportional to the percent of respondents for each
category. The percent of local sponsors (<20 miles
away) has decreased over time, as institutions have
begun to look farther away for projects—including
out of the country. The option for international
sponsors was added in the 2015 survey, and was
selected by 13% of respondents.
Table 19 shows the 2015 sponsor location data
sorted by discipline. Sponsors within 20 miles were
the most popular choice for most disciplines, except
for chemical engineering respondents, but more
regional sponsors (20-100 miles away) were also
common. (Depending on institutional location, of
course, sponsors more than 20 miles away may still
be considered ‘‘local’’.) All disciplinary groupings
had at least some project sponsors more than 100
miles away. The sizable percent of international
projects in civil/environmental (25%) and multi-
disciplinary engineering (23%) respondents is also
notable.
Figure 29 shows frequency of student contact
with their project sponsors. The data have remained
relatively similar over time, with weekly contact
with sponsors as most common response. The
option of biweekly meetings was added in 2015,
and made up 19% of responses. Based on the 2015
data, however, the percent of respondents meeting
with sponsors strictly at the beginning and end of
the project has fallen dramatically. The percentage
of respondents marking ‘‘Other’’ increased in 2015,
with respondents noting that contact varies depend-
ing on project, sponsor, and team.
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Fig. 27. Average Financial Support Provided by External Sponsors (Longitudinal Data).
Table 18. Average Funding from External Sponsors by Discipline (2015 Data)
*Greyscale shading increases in 12% increments.
Some amount of repeat sponsorship was
common for at least some, if not all, respondents
in 2015, as seen in Figure 30. Comments from
respondents noted variability depending on year
and sponsor. For example, some sponsors ‘‘take
time off’’ and then return in future years.
Figure 31 shows the data for intellectual property
(IP) ownership from capstone projects across all
three surveys (note, ‘‘Other’’ was an option only in
1994). The prevalence of IP ownership in general
has increased over time and sponsors continue to be
the most common owners of project IP. Based on
additional 2015 data, however, the ownership was
usually divided between more than one entity.
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Fig. 28. Sponsor Location (Longitudinal Data, Percent of Respondents).
Table 19. Location of Sponsors by Discipline (2015 Data)
*Greyscale shading increases in 20% increments.
Fig. 29. Frequency of Student Contact with Sponsors (Longitudinal Data).
Nearly half (70 of n = 145) of 2015 respondents who
provided write-in responses regarding dividing IP
ownership commented that division varied by pro-
ject and/or was subject to negotiation or sponsor-
ship agreements. Alternatively, students were
sometimes given royalties in place of IP ownership.
The IP ownership data from 2015 are shown
across disciplines in Table 20. Similar to the overall
data, the sponsor was the most common IP owner
for nearly all disciplines. Exceptions included civil/
environmental engineering, who nearly always gave
ownership to the institution, and electrical/compu-
ter engineering, which listed students as IP owners
most often, likely as a result of the popularity of
entrepreneurial projects in EE/CS (see Table 11).
3.8 Experience and opinion
Toward the end of the survey, respondents were
asked about their personal experience and opinions.
Fig. 32 shows the type of faculty position held by the
survey respondents. More than 50% of respondents
held tenured positions at their institution, whereas
nearly a quarter were non-tenure-track, but perma-
nent. The ‘‘Other’’ responses included adjunct posi-
tion, emeriti, and combinations of multiple
options..
Respondents were also asked how many years of
experience they had in professional work outside of
academia (e.g. industry, government) in any field of
engineering. As shown in Fig. 33, capstone design
instructors brought substantial experience from
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Fig. 30. Percent of Repeat Sponsors (2015 Data, n = 208).
Fig. 31. Intellectual Property Ownership (Longitudinal Data).
Table 20. Intellectual Property Ownership by Discipline (2015 Data)
*Greyscale shading increases in 20% increments.
engineering industry and government work to their
teaching.More than half of respondents had at least
6 years of work experience outside academia,
whereas only 15% had none or less than one year.
Clarifying comments provided by some respon-
dents suggested that the length of professional
work experience far exceeded 11 years; respondents
included multiple write-ins for 25 and 30 years of
experience. As one respondent noted, ‘‘You need
more choices. I have 40 years.’’ Moreover, 85% of
410 respondents noted that their professional work
outside of academic included design, further
strengthening their preparation to teach capstone
design.
One of the open-ended questions on the survey
asked respondents ‘‘What do you enjoy most about
being involved with capstone design?’’ Responses
clustered into eleven categories as shown in Table
21. Nearly a third of the responses addressed some
aspect of personal success. Of those, the most
common responses were related to student success
and accomplishment (n = 34), student growth and
confidence (n = 33), and application of student
learning (n = 26). Sample responses included
‘‘Seeing the students tackle projects that initially
seem much too large for them, and having them
make substantial progress’’, ‘‘Seeing students
mature in confidence’’, and ‘‘Seeing the students
apply the things they’ve learned throughout their
time at the university’’. Another large category of
responses related to interactions of various sorts,
particularly interactions with students (n = 75) and
interactions with industry (n = 25): ‘‘I find the
interactions with the students to be very rewarding’’
and ‘‘I enjoy the variety of the projects and the
organizations that I work with. It interests me to be
aware of the issues/problems our sponsors face.’’
Responses to the question ‘‘What are your big-
gest challenges regarding capstone design?’’
grouped into fourteen categories as shown in
Table 22. Nearly one third of the respondents
addressed challenges relating to some aspect of
workload and time, with comments such as ‘‘The
short amount of time involved and the time it takes to
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Fig. 32. Faculty Position Type Held by Respondents (2015 Data, n = 441)
Fig. 33. Years of Experience in Engineering Professional Work outside of Academia (n = 440).
complete a project’’ and ‘‘400+ students, 70–80
projects annually, 20 Faculty advisors, coordinated
by 1 person.’’ Another large category of responses
were project-related, most prominently expressing
challenges related to finding appropriate projects
for the given time frame (n = 44) and financial
support (n = 36): ‘‘Finding projects that are appro-
priately challenging from sponsors that are willing to
contribute financially’’. Multiple responses
addressed the category of student involvement,
such as getting and maintaining student commit-
ment (n = 26), and helping students start and
manage projects (n = 20): ‘‘Keeping the students
moving forward. They seem to be getting busier and
busier with other classes as the years go by.’’
4. Discussion and future work
As a successor to both the 1994 and 2005 surveys of
capstone design courses [1, 2], the 2015 survey
reprised the questions of its predecessors in addition
to some new questions informed by other surveys
and discussions within the capstone design commu-
nity. The data were grouped in eight main cate-
gories: respondent profile, course logistics,
pedagogy, faculty and students, projects and
teams, expenses and funding, sponsors, and experi-
ence and opinion. The key themes from the 2015
data plus relevant longitudinal and disciplinary
comparisons are summarized below, followed by
discussion of their significance and plans for future
work.
 Respondent Profile: The 2015 survey respondents
represented capstone programs across a wide
range of engineering disciplines. As was also
true in the previous surveys, mechanical/aero-
space disciplines had the largest set of respon-
dents, followed by electrical/computer, and civil/
environmental. The 2015 survey respondents also
represented biomedical engineering and multi-
disciplinary capstone programs as well. The
2015 data reveal a broad range of capstone
program age, spanning from programs that had
just started to others more than 50 years old.
Biomedical and multidisciplinary capstone pro-
grams were relatively newer, whereas chemical
engineering capstone programs were relatively
older.
 Course Logistics: Capstone design courses can be
structured multiple ways, but the most common
approach in 2015 as in previous years was to run
the design projects and the class in parallel. The
duration of capstone design courses has
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Table 21. Categories and Content Themes Regarding Enjoyment from Capstone Design (2015 Data)
*Greyscale shading increases in 7% increments.
increased; more than half of the 2015 survey
respondents reported having a two-semesterCap-
stone course, and some had even longer dura-
tions. Just over half of 2015 survey respondents
included faculty and/or students from at least two
different disciplines in their capstone courses.
Capstone design commonly included design pre-
requisites; only 20% of 2015 survey respondents
noted they had no such prerequisites.
 Pedagogy: Capstone design courses typically cov-
ered a wide range of topics, often geared toward
professional preparation. The top five topics
selected by respondents to the 2015 survey were
written communication, planning/scheduling,
oral communication, concept generation/selec-
tion, and team building/teamwork. Regarding
the ‘‘product vs. process’’ debate, 2015 survey
respondents tended toward a balanced approach
or a slight emphasis on process, with more
emphasis on process for particular disciplines.
For evaluation of student work, capstone design
instructors themselves provided the most input,
followed byproject coaches and industry liaisons.
Final reports, presentation, and product had the
largest role in evaluation, but process and design
reviews were also important.
 Faculty and Students: Capstone design was con-
sidered normal teaching activity for tenure and
promotion by nearly all respondents to the 2015
survey, but typically very few faculty members
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Table 22. Categories and Content Themes Regarding Challenges in Capstone Design (2015 Data)
(just one or two for more than half of the
respondents) received teaching credit for their
involvement in capstone design; fewer than 10%
of respondents provide capstone-related teaching
credit to all of their departmental faculty. More-
over, student numbers in capstone design have
increased in the past decade; the average capstone
enrollment in 2015was 51,with some respondents
noting upwards of 200 students per capstone
course cycle. While student/faculty ratios of 20:1
or less were most common, some programs had
ratios exceeding 60. Expectations of student
hours spent have increased as well; the median
time bracket in 2015 was 7-9 hours per week, up
from 4–6 hours per week in 2005. The majority of
2015 respondents employed a hybrid model
where some/all class time was provided for cap-
stone work but students were responsible for
finding other times outside of class.Many faculty
expressed concern about increasing work load
and time commitment; the capstone community
should take note of this concern in their efforts to
promote a quality capstone experience for both
students and faculty.
 Projects and Teams: Capstone design projects
were sourced from many places, most commonly
industry, followed by faculty research. The pre-
valence of entrepreneurial and service learning
projects has increased since 2005. Over half of
2015 survey respondents utilized external con-
tacts as a means of finding projects, and also
recognized the importance of ‘‘good fit’’ when
selecting and vetting possible projects. In keeping
with rising enrollments, the number of projects
per course cycle has increased in the past ten
years; 25% of respondents in 2015 had more
than 15 projects concurrently. Team sizes of
three or four students were most common. Half
of the multidisciplinary respondents, however,
had more than 15 projects per course. Student
choice was the most common way to assign
students to teams.
 Expenses and Funding: Typical expenses in cap-
stone design courses included project supplies,
hardware, and software, among others.While the
range of expenses varied significantly by institu-
tion, discipline, and especially project, many
capstone design courses had breakeven costs
less than $1000. The institution and external
sponsors were the primary source for project
funding; in 2015 students were less likely to
fund capstone design projects than they had
been in the past. Sponsor funding ranged from
$0 to a reported high of $250k, but 75% of
programs that responded in 2015 received less
than $5000 per project from sponsors, and 50%
received less than $2000 per project, typically in
the form of gifts, grants, or reimbursement for
expenses.
 Sponsors: The majority of sponsors were still
located within 100 miles of the institution and
many within 20 miles; 13% of 2015 respondents
also collaborated with international sponsors. At
least some amount of repeat sponsorship was
common for 2015 respondents. The level of own-
ership of intellectual property from capstone
design projects has increased over the past 20
years; external sponsors remained the most likely
owner, but ownership was often divided and/or
negotiated.
 Experience andOpinion: Capstone design faculty
commonly had previous industrial experience
involving engineering design; more than half of
the 2015 respondents indicated six or more years
working in industry, and many respondents had
worked for 25 or more years. More than half of
2015 survey respondents held tenured positions at
their institution, whereas nearly a quarter were
non-tenure-track, but permanent. Themost com-
monly reported reasons that respondents enjoyed
capstone design were related to personal success
or interaction opportunities. On the flip side, the
2015 respondents had multiple challenges with
capstone design, especially related to heavywork-
load, limited time, and project numbers/funding.
Collectively, the 2015 survey results serve as (1) a
compilation of logistical and implementation infor-
mation about recent engineering capstone educa-
tion programs and (2) a springboard for future
research on the subject to enrich and advance
capstone education in engineering. Although these
data do not necessarily represent best practices for
they are not tied to programmatic outcomes or
student achievement, nor, as other researchers
have reported [18], do they represent practices at
solely top-ranked institutions (a potential proxy for
best practices), the highlights do represent themes
from current practices at hundreds of capstone
programs over 20 years. Given the emphasis on
continuous improvement in engineering education
as part of ABET accreditation [19], one could infer
that capstone practices that are common across
programs and/or over time are effective practices,
and, as such, are valuable for capstone design
instructors and administrators to consider and
even adopt.
The decennial capstone survey initiative is moti-
vated by a desire to better understand and improve
engineering capstone courses and practices
employed by capstone educators on a national
and, ultimately, global scale. The 2015 survey has
already been distributed to capstone programs in
Australia and New Zealand; it would be interesting
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to extend this survey to additional countries or
world regions as well. The surveys to date have
been distributed to and primarily completed by
capstone faculty; another logical extension of this
survey initiative, especially with an eye toward
identifying best practices, is to include input from
students/recent alumni and employers. Capstone
design educators interested in partnering in such
research are encouraged to contact the authors.
Future survey design would also benefit from
some of the lessons learned from implementing the
2015 survey and its predecessors, both in content
and in format. For example, accurately capturing
capstone program financial information and extent
of faculty involvement (hours, FTE, etc.) is challen-
ging. Likewise, documenting age of capstone design
courses is complicated because courses change both
slightly and substantially over time. Regarding
topics within capstone design, querying how topics
are covered, not just what topics are covered, is
useful. Capturing expected student time spent is
possible, but actual time spent is harder to report.
The 2015 survey was quite long (requiring on the
order of 30-45 minutes to complete), but there is a
trade-off between having a comprehensive data set
every 10 years and conducting a number of smaller
surveys annually or bi-annually; given survey fati-
gue, longer surveys less often may be preferable.
Including more fill-in-the blank questions requires
more data processing but allows respondents
greater flexibility in their responses. Likewise,
including open-ended questions enables rich, in-
depth responses. Finally, including mechanisms
for triangulating responses to confirm accuracy/
validity where possible is useful.
5. Conclusions
The 2015 Capstone Design Survey continued the
decennial documentation of the variety of imple-
mentation strategies for engineering capstone
design programs across the United States. The
survey included quantitative, categorical, and
open-ended questions about course logistics, peda-
gogy, faculty and students, projects and teams,
expenses and funding, sponsors, and experiences
and opinion. The 522 respondents to the 2015
survey represented 464 distinct departments and
256 institutions across a great variety of engineering
disciplines. Courses were largely structured with
design projects and class run in parallel over two-
semesters, and typically covered a wide range of
topics often geared toward professional prepara-
tion. Student numbers in capstone design have
increased in the past decade, along with number of
projects per course cycle. Capstone design projects
were sourced from many places, most commonly
industry, followed by faculty research. While the
range of expenses varied significantly by institution,
discipline, and especially project, many respondents
listed institution and external sponsors as the pri-
mary source for project funding. Qualitative
responses reported that personal success and inter-
action opportunities were the most enjoyable
aspects of capstone design, while many respondents
struggled with heavy workload, limited time, and
project numbers/funding. The data gathered from
this 2015 survey and its predecessors are an impor-
tant step in understanding, assessing, andultimately
improving engineering capstone design education.
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